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The R was offered as a two-door, two-seat roadster with an automated electro-hydraulic , fabric
convertible roof ; colour-matched, automated tonneau cover ; and a manually detachable
hardtop that could be fitted over the stored fabric convertible roof and tonneau. Designed in ,
the R was based on the shortened floorpan of the Mercedes-Benz W Designed in , the R was
based on the shortened floorpan of the Mercedes-Benz W [2] and featured many innovative
details for the time, for instance electronically controlled damping Adaptive Damping System
ADS, optional and a hidden, automatically extending roll-over bar. The R's somewhat dated rear
suspension with semi-trailing arms gave way to a modern multi-link axle. The number of
standard features was high, with electric action for the windows, mirrors, seats and hydraulic
convertible top. This car has a distinction of being the first passenger vehicle to have seat belts
integrated into the seats as opposed to anchoring to the floor, B-pillar, and transmission tunnel.
Starting in for the model year, R were re-designated. For example, SL became SL Starting in
model year , Mercedes-Benz offered special SL models from time to time, such as the Mille
Miglia edition cars of model year or the SL edition of model year During for model year , cars
were the first year to have an option of the panoramic roof. Also newly available:. There was a
choice of 5-speed manual or 4â€”5 speed automatic for the six-cylinder cars; the V8 and V12
could only be ordered with a 4-speed automatic gearbox. In autumn Mercedes-Benz rearranged
names and models. Also, the SL and SL were respectively replaced by:. Only the was available
with a manual gearbox. SL and continued with their respective engines. A second facelift,
introduced in late , comprised new external mirrors, 17" wheels and new bumpers. Also new
were the engines,. The new Mercedes Benz R roadster was first introduced into the Australian
market with the SL and SL models with only the eight cylinder variant being available
throughout the entire production run of the R model Not all engines were offered in North
America. For model year , the SL was additionally introduced stateside. Front suspension
Independent damper struts with separate coil springs and gas-pressurised shock absorbers,
triangular lower control arms with anti-dive geometry and stabiliser bar. Rear suspension
Independent 5-arm multilink with separate single-tube gas-pressurised shock absorbers and
coil springs, geometry for anti-lift, anti-squat and alignment control, stabiliser bar. Front
suspension Independent damper strut with anti-dive geometry and stabiliser bar. Separate
shock absorbers and coil springs. Negative-offset steering. Rear suspension Independent 5-arm
multilink with geometry for anti-lift, anti-squat and alignment control and stabiliser bar. Steering
Recirculating ball with speed-sensitive power assist and hydraulic damper. Steering wheel turns
lock-to-lock 3. Brakes 2-circuit hydraulic power-assisted 4-wheel disc. Ventilated front, solid
rear brake discs. Antilock Braking System ABS ABS senses impending wheel lock-up under
heavy braking and pumps the front brakes individually or the rear brakes together to help
maintain stability , as needed, up to 30 times per second to prevent lock-up and maintain
steering ability. Sold from to , it used a 6. Only 85 cars were made. It was a bored out version of
M 6. Produced between and in units. It was the predecessor of the production R SL 55 AMG sold
later, albeit was normally aspirated in the R and not supercharged as in its R successor. In
Mercedes released the Mille Miglia edition, to commemorate the 40th anniversary of Stirling
Moss's win of the Mille Miglia road race. The limited edition was available in either SL ,SL or SL
guise, came in Brilliant Silver metallic, and had Evo II six-spoke polished alloys, red and black
leather interior, carbon-fibre trim and extra equipment. Stirling Moss was given the first SL built.
According to the brochure of this special edition, only pieces were to be built, however only 40
were built. It had two-tone interior, leather on steering wheel and seats, and special wheels.
There was also only made for the UK market SL type only. The R received heightened media
attention in Great Britain in when Diana, Princess of Wales sold her Jaguar XJS to lease a
metallic-red SL and became the first member of the royal family to use a foreign car. This was
not without controversy as it sparked a media storm as it questioned whether a member of the
British royal family should drive a foreign car. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Roadster
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Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Mercedes-Benz R Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mercedes-Benz R V, X Musso FJ.
Off-road vehicle. Pickup truck. Musso Sports P W - W Its predecessor, the R, had languished in
production for 18 long years, and the new model was a quantum leap in design, engineering,
safety, and performance. Delayed nearly a decade while Mercedes focused on its new small
sedans the E and E , Bruno Sacco's R matured in the studio and emerged as a timeless,
sophisticated, and impossibly elegant triumph of industrial design. Better yet, the R was as
much substance as style, with safety and technical innovations that were a decade or more
ahead of most every other car on the road. For the U. Each model had its charms, but our
favorite was the SL a. Sold between and , this DOHC 5. It even had variable intake-valve timing.
Special editions and ultralow-mileage examples can fetch considerably more. Don't be tempted
by the less expensive SL unless it's one of the five-speed-manual examples sold in the U. We'd
also advise against the V models; the R wasn't originally designed for the cylinder, and the big
6. And it may well overwhelm your bank account with maintenance expenses. The R was an
expensive car when it was new, and parts are expensive today. The engine harness will need to
be replaced on most â€”98 cars, which used biodegradable wire insulation. Some of the
hydraulic cylinders that control the power-folding top will eventually fail. Rebuilt cylinders are
available from the aftermarket at a reasonable cost. The biggest issue plaguing Rs is that they
have been so cheap for so long that they've often been severely neglected. Buy a good one or
risk bankrupting yourself. The R was a baller's car then and remains one now. The electrically
adjustable rearview mirror is a perfect example of how Mercedes was on top of the world in the
early '90s. This car has magnesium seat frames with integrated seatbelts and power headrests.
The SL was designed to be future-proof. All the tech went to people who didn't appreciate it,
because they were wealthy and old and bought it because every touch point was full of
sophistication, mechanical and otherwise. It's mind-blowing how inexpensive these cars are
now given how expensive they once were. Want more Car and Driver? Subscribe Now! New
Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best
EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of
View Photos. John Roe Car and Driver. From the February issue of Car and Driver. More on the
SL. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto
this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Used Cars. The original idea was suggested by American importer Max Hoffman , who
perceived a market for a toned-down Gran Prix car tailored to affluent performance enthusiasts
in the booming post-war American market , which remains the primary market for the vehicles.
The SL designation was first applied to the SL , often referred to as the "Gullwing" due to its
gullwing or upward-opening doors. The term SL refers to the marketing variations of the
vehicle, including the numerous engine configurations spanning six design generations. Leicht
is either "easy" as an adverb or "light" as an adjective in German. Defining a car it has to mean
"Light". It is often assumed that the letters stand for Sport Leicht. One car magazine in declared
that the abbreviation "SL" - "securitized and personally signed by Rudolf Uhlenhaut " meant
Super Leicht. Mercedes-Benz used both forms until It was even called Super Super. For a long
time it was unclear what intention the company had at the time when assigning the letter
combination. It was not until the beginning of that a chance finding in the corporate archive
clarified that the abbreviation SL stood for Super-Leicht. The four-cylinder SL was more widely
produced with 25, units, starting in Cars of the open SL-Class were available as a coupe with a
removable hardtop or as a roadster with convertible soft top or with both tops. Production for
the SL and SL ended in It featured a low waistline and big curved greenhouse windows, and a
Coupe Roadster with detachable hardtop, whose distinctive concave roofline earned the
nickname "pagoda top. Around , the engine received a displacement increase and the model
became known as the SL. Within a year the engine displacement was increased for the final time
and the model designation became SL. Beginning with later versions of the SL changes were
made to dashboard padding, switches and knobs, door pockets US models only and steering
wheel. In addition, on the SL formerly separate centre hubcaps and wheel trim rings became full
wheel covers. All updated 86â€”89 models have the advantages of the more modern 4 pot
brakes, larger discs, and suspension derived from the W sedan. The body's rust-proof paint is
ineffective, as most models are susceptible to rust around the wheel arches, sills, jacking
points, floor and front wings; especially the drill holes on which the mudflaps are mounted and
the sides facing the engine bay. The SL base model was available as standard in a 5-speed
manual although very few were sold. The SOHC 6 cylinder M is typically considered to have
handling advantages with its lighter weight engine. The specification was high, with electric
windows, mirrors, seats and roof. The driver can also manually raise and lower the rollbar. This

facilitates the clean look of the R without compromising the occupant's safety. The SL
continued with the same powerful engine. Introduced in as the SL , it was re-badged the SL in It
had the same engine as the original Pagani Zonda. After a brief gap, the SL 73 was offered again
from to , although the engine was slightly updated to be more reliable. The same 7. The SL 73
was briefly reintroduced in September following the SL's end-of-life facelift and a limited
number were produced up until December The facelifted SL 73 is the car that appears in the
picture left. Sold through MB from to , it used a 6. The fifth generation SL was in production
between and , initially as just a 5. This featured a 5. An improved 5. The SL 3. The R also
features the ABC active body control which offers the balance of comfort and handling; this
complex system uses accumulators and hydraulic fluids to regulate the firmness and heights of
the suspension. The R SL underwent a significant facelift in featuring new and revised engines
and a new front end that evokes the classic SL with a large grille featuring a prominent
3-pointed star and twin "power domes" on the bonnet, the car also features new headlights with
an optional "Intelligent Light System" and a new speed sensitive steering system. The new SL R
was produced from aluminium for the first time. The new aluminium body shell weighs around
kilograms less than it would if made with steel from the predecessor. Some of these weight
savings are offset by more systems. The R is available with two different suspension systems:
semi-active adjustable damping as standard. Both suspension types are combined with
electromechanical speed-sensitive power steering and a ratio that can be varied across the
steering wheel angle and it also reduces the amount of steering required when parking and
manoeuvring. This generation of SL is longer and wider than its predecessor. A mid-cycle
facelift was introduced in for the model year. Cosmetically, every SL received a revised front
end, front grille treatment and larger non-functional side 'vents' behind the front wheels. All
variants also received adaptive LED front headlights with integrated daytime running lights and
turn signals, leaving the below-bumper intake area free from lighting. The LED tail lights
received single-colour red or red-and-amber lenses instead of the red and white of the
pre-facelift models. Front and rear bumpers were redesigned to appear more like Mercedes'
other recent models, while convenience and driver assistance features introduced earlier on
other Mercedes models were made optionally available. Externally, the SL63 and SL65 were
distinguishable from the non-AMG variants by embellishments to their bumpers and side sills in
gloss black or polished aluminium, respectively. The SL63 and SL65 also featured trademark
AMG 'twin lamella' front grilles and dual twin tailpipe exhaust trims as well as a carbon fibre
composite trunk lid. Interiors continued virtually unchanged in with the exception of slightly
revised minor switchgear and a redesigned steering wheel. From Wikipedia, the free
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